Notebooks

Ca.Crea

Notebooks

Its unique size and high quality paper
offer a wide variety of uses.
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Point

Easy to carry

Great for personal or
business use.
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STATIONERY CATALOG

Compact size is perfect for
on-the-go.

2

Point

3

User-friendly, easy to use

Nicely holds A4-sized paper

Quality paper delivers a smooth
writing experience.

This notebook is perfectly sized to
store a folded A4 piece of paper.

Ca.Crea PREMIUM CLOTH
A4 × 1/3

Using luxurious and durable cloth paper for carrying around.

Upgraded Ca.Crea with
delicate cloth cover.

MATTE CLOTH
(BLACK, RED, NAVY)

GLOSSY CLOTH
(IVORY, PINK, PURPLE)

Using passpied cream paper, Exisiting
durable against bleed through product
from fountain pen use.

5
mm

Grid lines

Ca.Crea
Premium
Cloth

Notebooks

105mm

NO-605GP

Actual Size
215mm

5mm

BLACK

RED

NAVY

PINK

Whether taking meeting minutes,
making to-do lists, sketching, or
just jotting down notes, there is a
Ca.Crea notebook to meet all of
your needs.

PURPLE

Size : H215×W105mm
Materials (content) : Acid-free paper (light yellow)

Stitched binding provides
durability, while allowing the
open book to lay flat for easy
use.

Ca.Crea
A4 × 1/3

Attractive notebook with a sense of high quality and colors available.

Actual Size

105mm

NO-604GC

5

5mm

mm
Grid lines

Whether taking meeting minutes,
making to-do lists, sketching, or just
jotting down notes, there is a Ca.Crea
notebook to meet all of your needs.

215mm

左ページ

BLACK

COSMOS
PINK

TREE PEONY
PURPLE

ROSE

RED

MANDARIN
LIGHT
右ページ
ORANGE
GREEN

LAVENDER

DEEP NAVY
Stitched binding provides durability,
while allowing the open book to
lay flat for easy use.

Size : H215×W105mm
Materials (content) : Acid-free paper (light yellow)

Ca.Crea ASSIST SERIES
A4 × 1/3
6.5

mm
Ruled Lines

Scheduling sheets designed to use with a Ca.Crea notebook.

5

mm
Grid lines

Unlined
Paper

Weekly

Vertical

Monthly Schedule

Gantt
Chart

ASSIST SERIES Weekly

105mm

215mm

NO-681DA NO-681GA
BLUE
BLACK

NO-681PA
WHITE

NO-681WA
BROWN

NO-681VA
GREEN

Size : H215×W105mm
Materials (content) : Acid-free paper (white)
For journaling or
jotting down notes.
Actual Size

6.5mm
Ruled Lines

For making lists or
precise drawing.

NO-681TA
ORANGE

Check your monthly schedule and weekly schedule at the same time by using
the “monthly schedule” as an index.
Write a schedule and a memo
separately. Perfect for scheduling,
task management and daily
recording.

Manage your schedule on
an hourly basis. Great for
tight schedules and task
management.

Easily track the progress of
your schedule. Ideal for project
or production management.

Weekly

Vertical

Gantt Chart

For sketching or
doodling.

Actual Size

5mm
Grid Lines

Unlined Paper
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STATIONERY CATALOG

Notebooks
Ca.Crea NS SERIES
①6.5mm Ruled Lines

105mm

A4 × 1/3

Notebooks

Choose from three types of
paper with ruled or unruled
lines.
5

mm
Grid lines

②5mm Grid Lines

③Unlined Paper

Actual Size
Actual Size

6.5mm

5mm

215mm

For journaling or jotting
down notes.

Size : H215×W105mm
Materials (content) :
Acid-free paper (light yellow)

NO-683DC
BLUE

NO-683GC
BLACK

For making lists or precise
drawing.

For sketching or doodling.

Stitched binding provides
durability, while allowing
the open book to lay flat
for easy use.

NO-683PC
GLAY

Ca.Crea
A4 × 1/3 TWIN RING
Hard cover and separated rings will allow easy writing while standing.
RT-650GC

110mm

5
mm

Grid lines

The notebook is easy to hold and the
separated rings allow comfortable
writing. Also perfect for left-handed use.

Inside pocket is the same color as the
cover and is capable of holding a A4paper folded in three.

215mm

Actual Size

5mm
BLACK

COSMOS
PINK

MANDARIN DANDELION
ORANGE

LILAC
The rubber band can be used as a
bookmark, a pen holder, or to hold
the notebook closed.

Size : H215×W110mm
Materials : Cover=Translucent PP sheet, Paper = Acid-free paper (light yellow)

A4 × 1/2

Whether taking meeting minutes, making
to-do lists, sketching, or just jotting down
notes, there is a Ca.Crea notebook to
meet all of your needs.

153mm

The unique size neatly
holds folded A4-sized paper.

Actual Size

NO-104GC

5

mm
Grid lines

5mm

215mm

Folded A4-paper can be inserted
cleanly, protecting your documents
when on-the-go.

Size : H215×W153mm
Materials (content) :
Acid-free paper (light yellow)

TREE PEONY PURPLE

Whether taking meeting minutes,
making to-do lists, sketching, or
just jotting down notes, there is a
Ca.Crea notebook to meet all of
your needs.

Stitched binding provides
durability, while allowing the
open book to lay flat for easy
use.

A4 × 1/9 TWIN RING
Practical and handy memo pads are available in wide color variations.
RT-740GC
73mm

5

mm
Grid lines

110mm

Rounded corners for less
damage.
BLACK

TREE PEONY
PURPLE

MANDARIN
ORANGE

GREEN
BAMBOO

LILAC

The front cover is made of soft plastic
for easy flipping while the back cover is
made of stiff plastic to provide a perfect
writing surface.
B77770-INNERSHEET-M

B77771-INNERSHEET-MOメモ帳
Actual Size
メモ帳

FRONT＆BACK COVER

5mm
FRONT＆BACK COVER
COSMOS PINK

PALE GREEN

SKY BLUE

GENTIAN VIOLET

Size : H110×W73mm
Materials (content) : Front/Back Cover = Translucent PP sheet, Paper = Acid-free paper (light yellow)
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STATIONERY CATALOG

LEMON YELLOW

PANTONE
Solid Uncoated
PANTONE
Solid Uncoated
PANTONE
PANTONE 629U 629U

PALE ROSE

プラス

Whether taking meeting minutes, making
to-do lists, sketching,プラス
or just jotting down
notes, there is a Ca.Crea notebook to meetKATO YUMI
all of your needs.
KATO
YUMI
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